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An Ethernet crossover cable, also known as a crossed cable, connects two Ethernet
network devices to each other. These cables were created to support temporary
host-to-host networking in situations where an intermediate device, such as
a network router is not present. Crossover cables look almost identical to ordinary,
straight-through (or patch) Ethernet cables, but the internal wiring structures are
different.
RJ45 is a type of connector commonly used for Ethernet networking. It looks similar
to a telephone jack, but is slightly wider. Since Ethernet cables have an RJ45
connector on each end, Ethernet cables are sometimes also called RJ45 cables.
The "RJ" in RJ45 stands for "registered jack," since it is a standardized networking
interface. The "45" simply refers to the number of the interface standard. Each RJ45
connector has eight pins, which means an RJ45 cable contains eight separate wires.
If you look closely at the end of an Ethernet cable, you can actually see the eight
wires, which are each a different color. Four of them are solid colors, while the other
four are striped.

A ring topology is a network configuration in which device connections create a
circular data path. Each networked device is connected to two others, like points
on a circle. Together, devices in a ring topology are referred to as a ring network.
In a ring network, packets of data travel from one device to the next until they
reach their destination. Most ring topologies allow packets to travel only in one
direction, called a unidirectional ring network. Others permit data to move in
either direction, called bidirectional.
The major disadvantage of a ring topology is that if any individual connection in
the ring is broken, the entire network is affected.
Ring topologies may be used in either LAN (local area networks) or WAN (wide
area networks). Depending on the type of network card used in each computer of
the ring topology, a coaxial cable or an RJ-45 network cable is used to connect
computers together.

A star network is a local area network (LAN) in which all NODES (workstations or
other devices) are directly connected to a common central computer. Every
workstation is indirectly connected to every other through the central computer. In

some star networks, the central computer can also operate as a workstation. The
illustration shows a star network with five workstations (or six, if the central
computer acts as a workstation). Each workstation is shown as a sphere, the
central computer is shown as a larger sphere, and connections are shown as
straight lines. The connections can be wired or wireless links.
The star network Topology works well when workstations are at scattered
points. It is easy to add or remove workstations. In a star network, a cable
failure will isolate the workstation that it links to the central computer, but only
that workstation will be isolated. All the other workstations will continue to
function normally, except that they will not be able to communicate with the
isolated workstation.

A WLAN, or wireless LAN, is a network that allows devices to connect and
communicate wirelessly. Unlike a traditional wired LAN, in which devices
communicate over Ethernet cables, devices on a WLAN communicate via WI-FI.
While a WLAN may look different than a traditional LAN, it functions the same
way. New devices are typically added and configured using DHCP. They can
communicate with other devices on the network the same way they would on a
wired network. The primary difference is how the data is transmitted. In a LAN,
data is transmitted over physical cables in a series of Ethernet packets containing.
In a WLAN, data is transmitted over the air using one of Wi-Fi 802.11 protocols.
As wireless devices have grown in popularity, so have WLANs. In fact,
most routers sold are now wireless routers. A wireless router serves as a base
station, providing wireless connections to any Wi-Fi-enabled devices within range
of the router's wireless signal. This includes laptops, tablets, smartphones, and
other wireless devices, such as smart appliances and smart home controllers.
Wireless routers often connect to a cable modem or other Internet-connected
device to provide Internet access to connected devices.
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